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Chapter 2231: Tianmi continent got it 

Looking at the mirror returning to normal. 

Emperor Zhou coldly put it away. 

She has always looked down upon the betrayer of Buddha Mi Ling, the boundless universe. 

In the several operations against Su Lang, Mi Ling repeatedly dropped the chain, almost killing her. 

The immortal Emperor Zhou, who had looked down upon Mi Ling, immediately despised Mi Ling even 

more! 

"Remind you, you have done your best!" 

"Next, you are dead or alive, I'm too lazy to care!" 

"Anyway, waiting for me to bring the half-step eternal strong under my husband, then Su Lang will 

definitely die without a place to be buried!" 

"..." 

The Immortal Emperor Zhou thought so, and a biting cold light flashed in his eyes. 

Soon after, she began to use those time avenue array altar cloths to build a space-time passage leading 

to the source of the Ming universe! 

In the Tianmi continent. 

"what......!" 

"Let me escape? Then Su Lang, he really beat the Immortal Emperor Zhou to death!" 

"Also, Immortal Emperor Zhou was rescued by Master Yuan Ming, why didn't Master Yuan Ming kill Su 

Lang smoothly!?" 

"Could it be that Master Yuan Ming didn't actually make a move at all, what kind of life-saving means he 

left for Emperor Zhou!" 

"Hey, the means left by Emperor Yuanming Zhou could stop Su Lang, and he just dropped the Emperor 

Zhou without killing Su Lang." 

"Su Lang at this time, must change the target, do it to me!" 

"But, am I going to give up the Tianmi Continent!?" 

"..." 

In the mind of Buddha Mi Ling, there were waves of turbulent waves, panic, restlessness, hesitation, and 

other emotions that had not appeared in many years. At this time, all of them emerged and made him 

restless. 

And just when the Mi Ling Buddha fell into a short hesitation. 
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Tianmeng near the mainland. 

Su Lang has restored his strength to a full state. 

All his subordinates also took a lot of pills and recovered to their peak state. 

"Departure, destination, Tianmi Continent!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and instantly dispatched a clone to Tianmi Continent, Mi Ling 

Tianshan! 

"Appeared!!" 

"Su Lang Goblin really came to kill me!" 

"My Tianmi Continent...I am not reconciled!" 

Mi Ling Buddha was extremely horrified, and instantly started to flee using Tianzutong. 

however! 

Numerous treasure hunting flying flying flying suddenly appeared in the vicinity of Mi Ling Tianshan, 

even rushed into Mi Ling Tianshan, and flew in front of Mi Ling! 

"what!!" 

"It's so deceitful!!" 

When Buddha Mi Ling saw countless treasure hunting flying flying gliders, he dared to appear directly in 

front of him, and he was furious. 

While he waved his hand, countless great powers poured out, directly killing the treasure hunting flying 

flying gliders! 

however. 

His breath has been remembered by the treasure hunters. 

The next moment. 

Su Lang, who was replaced by the clone, exchanged positions with the clone and appeared in Mi Ling 

Tianshan! 

Rumble! 

The breath of horror fell. 

The whole world trembled! 

"This breath!!" 

"Su Lang is so powerful, how did he do it!?" 

"Run, run away!" 



When Buddha Mi Ling saw Su Lang's boundless horn, he was instantly horrified, and his Tianzutong was 

completely completed, and countless golden lights engulfed him and disappeared from the place. 

"escape!?" 

"What if I let you escape billions of light years!" 

"As long as you are in the boundless universe, you can't escape from my palm at all!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and dispatched countless treasure hunting flying flying gliders 

instantly! 

The treasure hunt flying flying stray appears. 

The search function is activated! 

Suddenly. 

Countless treasure hunting flying flying flying in the same direction, that is the direction of the Tianxuan 

continent! 

"Humph!" 

"Are you going to the Heavenly Jade Continent?" 

"It just so happened that I sent a clone to the Heavenly Jade Continent, and I'm on the way." 

"..." 

Su Lang hooked the corner of his mouth, and immediately dispatched a avatar. 

Some avatars chased the Mi Ling Buddha from Tian Mi Continent. 

Some avatars headed towards the Tianmi Continent from the path to the Tianxuan Continent, 

intercepting the Mi Ling Buddha! 

Taking advantage of the time to chase Mi Ling Buddha. 

Su Lang dispatched the remaining clones to various places in Tianmi Continent, and began to further 

expand the scope of dispatch. 

Because he madly arranged the formation on the mainland, the same formation as the heavenly 

movement! 

Chapter 2232: Miling bald donkey, your time to die is here 

"Mi Ling flees." 

"The Tianmi Continent is completely in my hands!" 

"The four broken continents in the boundless world, now all three belong to me." 

"Next, transfer the Tianmi continent to the vicinity of the Tianmen continent!" 
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Su Lang thought about it, and immediately began to deploy a shifting formation on the Tianmi 

Continent. 

The other side. 

Mi Ling Buddha is running away madly! 

One step after another, you can spread hundreds of stars! 

Such a terrifying speed is almost unmatched in the infinite universe! 

however. 

In front of Su Lang's clone dispatch function, it is still not enough! 

It must be known that the Mi Ling Buddha moved a long distance, but it took a long time to adjust the 

breath. 

On the other hand, Su Lang's clones were dispatched one after another, almost constantly flashing, and 

the flashing distance was also very long. 

and. 

Su Lang controls the whereabouts of Buddha Mi Ling, and it is only a matter of time before he catches 

him! 

time flies. 

In the Tianmi continent. 

Su Lang arranged countless arrays between his thoughts, and immediately moved to the next place, 

continuing to arrange arrays. 

Infinite number. 

Everyone was very excited! 

"Hahaha, I never expected that the old bald donkey Mi Ling was scared away by His Majesty Su Lang!" 

"It's weird if he doesn't run. His Majesty Su Lang can defeat the Emperor Eternal Emperor. If it weren't 

for the means left by Emperor Mingzhou, Emperor Eternal Emperor had already made our Majesty's 

sword dead!" 

"That old bald donkey, even if he runs, where can he go? His Majesty Su Lang can reach Tianmi 

Continent from Tianmen Continent in an instant, can that old bald donkey do it?" 

"Hehe, today that old bald donkey will definitely be planted in the hands of our majesty, he has no 

blessing from Emperor Mingzhou!" 

"It's not bad, and Tianmi Continent has also fallen into the hands of His Majesty Su Lang, which is great!" 

"Next, we will transfer to Tianmi Continent with His Majesty Su Lang!" 

"From the perspective of territory alone, we have regained three-quarters of the territory!" 



"There is hope for the revival of the boundless universe..." 

"..." 

Everyone in the Boundless Voyage talked a lot and was extremely excited. 

They are also proud to accompany Su Lang in the four directions. 

at this time. 

Su Lang suddenly stopped the movement in his hand and looked up at the void of the universe outside 

the Tianmi Continent. 

"Humph!" 

"Caught you!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, sneered and activated the clone replacement function! 

at the same time. 

Somewhere far away in the lonely void. 

A monk with a stern treasure face, white jade face, and white gold Buddha robe and robes was 

trembling! 

Because Su Lang suddenly appeared in his divine mind! 

"The clone is Su Lang's clone!!" 

"He actually caught up to me, and so fast!" 

"Damn, what method does he master? My Tianzutong is already the top displacement method in the 

boundless universe, and his method is countless times stronger than mine!" 

"Today, I am afraid I can't escape!!" 

"..." 

Buddha Mi Ling thought a little desperately, but his movements were not slow at all, and he continued 

to use Tianzutong to prepare to escape. 

He didn't even dare to kill Su Lang's clone because he was afraid of wasting time! 

however. 

Just when he used Tianzutong. 

Su Lang's avatars all used time and space methods to disrupt the time and space around the Mi Ling 

Buddha. 

Although he couldn't stop the Mi Ling Buddha from leaving, it could delay his movements! 

In the half-step eternal level. 



Many things can be done in one millisecond. 

Mi Ling Buddha was delayed for a while, and his heart suddenly felt bad, and panic and craziness grew! 

Just then. 

One of the Baiying avatars completed the replacement process and was replaced by the indomitable 

Infinity! 

"Mi Ling bald donkey!" 

"The time for you to die has come, so be your best!" 

Su Lang's voice spread all around, with a hint of killing in his indifference. 

"Su Lang!!!" 

When the Buddha Mi Ling saw the Boundless Horn, his eyes were splitting and he was horrified, and his 

whole person was filled with despair and regret. 

He regretted that he was reluctant to bear the Tianmi Continent before and wasted some time. 

I regret that I have not been able to resolutely abandon the origin of the universe and kill Su Lang. 

But he knew that he had actually made the best choice every step of the way, and had tried his best... 

Everything that happened to me. 

Only blame Su Lang for being too abnormal! 

Chapter 2233: I will kill you today 

The next moment! 

An extremely powerful time rule shrouded the Buddha Mi Ling, directly interrupting his Tianzutong! 

This time rule means. 

It was Su Lang based on the time rule of eating evil, and used the time secret technique he mastered. 

Such a powerful means of time rules. 

Even the immortal Emperor Zhou is not up to it. 

Mi Ling Buddha is even more unable to fight! 

"Su Lang!!!" 

"Old Na is willing to surrender!!" 

"Lao Na is a man from the boundless universe, he is only forced to yield to Emperor Yuanmingzhou!" 

"But Lao Na can't see any hope at all. He just wants to retain some of the boundless universe's strength, 

and by the way, see if he can preserve the boundless universe and prevent it from being completely 

destroyed by Emperor Yuanmingzhou." 
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"Su Lang, everything Lao Na does is for the boundless universe!" 

"..." 

When Mi Ling Buddha Tianzutong was interrupted, he suddenly looked at Su Lang in horror and despair, 

and he started begging for mercy on the spot. 

"shut up!" 

"I have never seen such a brazen person!!" 

Su Lang's incomparably deep cold voice spread throughout the universe, making the already icy and 

lonely void even colder. 

Not only that. 

He also raised the Youtian Sword directly, and hit the Mi Ling Buddha with a cut! ! 

Wow! 

The extremely powerful Po Yi sword cuts straight down, and the power it carries gives people a feeling 

of almost cutting the universe! 

"Stop it, stop it!!" 

The Buddha Mi Ling exclaimed again and again, and a huge golden Buddha statue suddenly appeared on 

his body, crystal clear but indestructible! 

Rumble! 

Po Yijian hit the golden Buddha statue fiercely. 

The extremely violent explosion suddenly remembered. 

The terrifying battle shock wave presents a huge ring-shaped wave, which constantly washes away. 

And the golden Buddha statue that was cut with a broken sword had already cracked countless cracks, 

and instantly turned into powder! 

"what!!" 

"Even so strong!!" 

Upon seeing this scene, Buddha Mi Ling suddenly lost his voice in horror! 

He immediately understood why Emperor Zhou would be defeated by Su Lang! 

Simultaneously. 

He instinctively used his other defenses! 

"The sun and the moon are like streams, and the time is like a thought!" 

"Xi Dynasty reverses, and the river returns!" 



"One thought of Prajna, the epiphany reappears!" 

"..." 

The Buddha Mi Ling was trembling all over, speaking fast, and countless Buddhist witty words were 

uttered. 

Suddenly. 

Streams of time rules gush out, forming a powerful time countercurrent barrier! 

however! 

Just a time barrier can't stop Su Lang's full force of breaking a sword! 

Almost in an instant. 

Breaking a sword will consume the time against the current barrier, and continue to kill the Mi Ling 

Buddha who has suddenly shrunk his pupils and sweats! 

"The sun and the moon are like streams, and the time is like a thought!" 

"Xi Dynasty reverses, and the river returns!" 

When Buddha Mi Ling was frightened, he used his own time rules as quickly as possible in his life. 

A time countercurrent barrier reappeared in front of Po Yijian. 

The broken sword that was consumed twice cut into this time barrier, and both sides were annihilated! 

"Old bald donkey, how many swords can you stop me?" 

Su Lang smiled disdainfully, squeezed his hands, and the Infinity made a synchronized movement, 

raising the giant Youtian Sword high. 

"Su Lang!!!" 

"What Lao Na said is true!" 

"If Lao Na hadn't surrendered, Emperor Yuan Mingzhou would have to kill the endless universe before 

he would give up." 

"It was Lao Na who knelt in front of him and pleaded with him, so that he temporarily let go of the 

boundless universe!" 

"..." 

Mi Ling Buddha said with a sad face, as if he had been wronged so much, it was simply disgusting. 

"Ha ha!" 

"Are you begging Emperor Yuanmingzhou to temporarily let go of the boundless universe? Old bald 

donkey, you really have the face to say!" 



"The reason why Emperor Yuanmingzhou didn't act on the boundless universe immediately after the 

victory was completely because he was seriously injured and needs healing!" 

"Too lazy to talk nonsense with you, I will definitely kill you today!!" 

Su Lang looked at the Mi Ling Buddha in disdain, and instantly performed all explosive secret 

techniques! 

Under the blessing of various secret arts. 

The power of Infinity became even more terrifying. 

Especially under the blessing of the universal nirvana, all the power of the strong in the Infinity was 

directly emptied and instantly condensed on the Youtian Sword! 

Chapter 2234: The death of Mi Ling! 

Suddenly. 

An endless bright light burst out from the top of the Youtian Sword. 

More terrifying energy circulates on the blade, like an endless galaxy! 

"no no!!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, Lao Na is willing to be a slave dog! He is merciful!" 

Feeling the shocking breath on the Youtian Sword, Buddha Mi Ling suddenly began to weaken his legs. 

"Wish to be a slave dog?" 

"Don't insult the dog!" 

Su Lang's tone was indifferent and cold, and in an instant he slashed out the strongest breaking sword! 

With this sword, the immortal Emperor Zhou was almost beheaded! 

Mi Ling Buddha is simply inferior to the immortal Emperor Zhou, how can he stop it! 

Feeling an extremely intense death crisis. 

The lingering Buddha is like falling into an ice cave, cold all over, fear and despair crazily breed in his 

heart. 

Simultaneously. 

He was not reconciled to such a fall. 

A string of Nine Yan Primordial Buddha beads was thrown by him, forming an extremely powerful 

defense barrier. 

There are even more magical secret techniques that he has displayed! 

The power of various avenues, the power of time rules, the power of half-step eternal realm distortion... 

and even the power of incense that he had never dared to use all poured out! 
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A half-step eternal strong attack with all his strength, the movement is terrible! 

In a flash. 

It started to tremble with a radius of several peta billion light-years! 

Even farther away, there are star fields affected, and countless creatures looked up at the sky in horror, 

only to feel that the end of the universe is coming! 

however. 

It is such a powerful force. 

In the face of Su Lang's restraint of breaking a sword, he was completely vulnerable. 

Stabbed! ! 

Among the numerous methods of attack and defense of Buddha Mi Ling. 

The characteristic of Po Yijian's restraint is vividly demonstrated. 

No matter what form of power, even the rules of time, all can be restrained! 

In addition. 

Exerting the power of incense in front of Su Lang, this is completely for nothing! 

The virtual spirit universe opened. 

Any incense is directly sucked away! 

Under Poyijian and the virtual spirit universe. 

In an instant. 

The powerful attack performed by the Buddha Mi Ling is like frantically shattering layers of foam! 

The light of the broken sword shone into his eyes, making his pupils shrink like beans. 

He knew that he couldn't stop Su Lang's attack, but he didn't expect that he would fight hard to resist, 

and he would still be vulnerable. 

After all the magical powers are shattered. 

Suddenly, there was only the last barrier left by the Buddha Mi Ling-his magic weapon of the Nine 

Evolution Realm Buddha beads! 

"It must be blocked!" 

While praying, Buddha Mi Ling displayed Tianzutong and wanted to leave! 

But at this moment. 

"Huh——!!!" 



A large swath of colorful rays of light suddenly appeared, and in a flash, the Buddha of the Jiuyan 

Supreme Beginning Stage was imprisoned and taken! 

The defensive barrier unfolded by the Buddha beads is directly annihilated and disappeared. 

"Buddha save me!!" 

The Buddha Bead Spirit screamed extremely sternly. 

However, Buddha Mi Ling did not move at all, his consciousness was already occupied by extremely 

intense despair! 

Only under the urging of instinct, continue to use Tianzutong. 

But just when his Tianzutong was about to be successfully used, the broken sword pierced his forehead! 

"Do not......" 

Buddha Mi Ling murmured desperately, and his consciousness instantly plunged into eternal darkness. 

"Ding! You got the Soul of the Beginning*1, the Life Universe of the Beginning*1, Fragments of the 

Beginning Body*32142662..." 

The system prompt sounds synchronously. 

Announcing the complete fall of the Mi Ling Buddha in the Half-Step Eternal Realm! 

If it is in other circumstances. 

Perhaps Mi Ling Buddha can still resurrect with his powerful incense and achieve immortality. 

however. 

Within the scope of Su Lang's virtual spirit universe, the way of incense from Mi Ling Buddha had no use 

at all. 

Not to mention. 

There is also the perfect plundering function to take away his broken body and even soul directly! 

"Finally killed!" 

"Half-step eternal realm powerhouse!" 

Su Lang looked at the place where the Mi Ling Buddha died, with a trace of emotion in his eyes. 

Half-step Eternal Realm is almost the strongest existence in the universe! 

Because the true eternal realm powerhouse is actually a human-shaped universe. 

And this time. 

Standing on the top of the universe, Mi Ling Buddha died under the sword of Su Lang! 

Chapter 2235: One-click martial arts at level 50! 
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"Next." 

"Return to Tianmi Continent!" 

With a thought, Su Lang immediately activated the clone dispatch and replacement functions, and 

returned to the Tianmi Continent. 

Soon. 

He continued to lay out the formation, and began to sort out the spoils obtained this time. 

What Ling Su Lang did not expect was that the biggest gain from killing Mi Ling Buddha turned out to be 

incense power! 

For countless years, the old bald donkey didn't know how much incense power he had obtained from 

the Tianmi Continent. At this time, it was all absorbed by the virtual spirit universe. 

However, a large number of special incense aspirations were condensed in the void dragon veins of the 

heart-piercing lock, the Seven Treasure Tree and the Purple Gourd. 

among them. 

It is the most condensed with Zijin Gourd! 

"At least it is the crystallization of the incense willingness of twenty to thirty million!" 

"Such a large number is completely enough to strengthen the evolution of Zijin Gourd to Jiuyan too low-

level!" 

"But before that, let's deal with the rest of the spoils first!" 

"..." 

Su Lang thought excitedly, Xuan even temporarily set aside the matter of the void dragon veins. 

His eyes fell on the countless treasures of heaven and earth, the source of Emperor Xianyuan. 

"Hey!" 

"System, deposit all the Xianyuan Diyuan for me into the balance!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth and immediately issued instructions to the system. 

"Ding! The storage is complete, the balance is 162 universe origin!" 

The system prompt sounds. 

All Xianyuan Emperor sources are stored in the system and automatically transformed into the origin of 

the universe. 

There is no need to use any counter-refining methods like the Mi Ling Buddha and Yuan Mingzhou 

Emperor, and it takes a huge amount of time and effort to do it. 

at this time. 



The balance figure has changed from two digits to three digits, again exceeding one hundred! 

"The system functions can be upgraded again." 

"However, this Mi Ling Buddha is a bit poor, and he has less than 80 cosmic origins." 

"It seems that his life as a dog is not easy. He must have been squeezed all the time. Bah, he deserves 

it!" 

With a tick at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, he immediately looked at his upgradeable system function. 

One-click cultivation, clones, and strengthening functions all require a whole thousand cosmic origins to 

advance. 

Only the one-key martial arts function and the one-key treasure hunt function can be upgraded with one 

hundred. 

"The one-key martial arts function is level 49." 

"A new bonus feature will be available for reaching level 50!" 

"Then, that's it, the system will upgrade me the one-click martial arts function!" 

After Su Lang thought about it, he immediately issued instructions to the system. 

"Ding! Consume 100 cosmic origins, upgrade the one-click martial arts function to level 50, and increase 

the training speed to 1,500 trillion times the speed of the basic training without lack of aptitude!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-key martial arts function to level 50. You have obtained 

the new bonus function ‘Ten-Heart Martial Arts’, ‘Top of Cultivation Technique’!" 

After two system prompts appear. 

Su Lang suddenly found that his martial arts villain had become ten! 

The speed of the one-click martial arts function has reached 1500 trillion times. After using the ten-heart 

martial arts bonus, it directly increased ten times, reaching 15000 trillion times. 

Such a terrifying speed of martial arts. 

All the basic exercises will be completed in a very short time! 

In addition. 

Also got a more powerful bonus function! 

at this time. 

Information given by the system. 

Su Lang has fully grasped the information of the ‘Top of Cultivation Technique’. 

Top of the exercises: 



Passive function, the master’s practiced exercises are merged into one through the "Gong Method 

Furnace" to form the "Ten Thousand Laws into One" gong method, and all the exercises in the unity of 

Wan Law will be upgraded to the highest level The level of advanced exercises! 

simply put. 

Any exercises that Su Lang had ever practiced, at this time, all became the exercises of the primordial 

level! ! 

Including those low-level exercises practiced when I first stepped into the way of martial artists! 

"hiss!!" 

"This is too exaggerated!" 

"Unexpectedly, all the exercises I have learned have become too basic exercises!!" 

"In the future, I will practice those common exercises, can I also practice them as too elementary 

exercises!?" 

"The value of any exercise I obtain will be amplified to the primordial level!" 

"I'll take it, it's so amazing, it's worthy of the 50-level one-key martial arts bonus function, the **** is 

bursting, the **** is bursting!!" 

Chapter 2236: The limit of Jiuyan Realm 

"..." 

Su Lang looked at the explanatory information about the new function in his mind, and he was 

dumbfounded and ecstatic. 

Simultaneously. 

He also very clearly felt countless warmth flowing out of his body. 

These warm currents. 

It is the terrifying gain brought by those middle and low-level exercises that have been practiced after 

being promoted to too low-level exercises! 

Until now. 

Su Lang didn't know how many exercises he had practiced. 

Anyway, I have practiced dozens of exercises that are too elementary. 

Godless level, great emperor level...the following exercises are completely countless! 

at this time. 

These exercises are all upgraded to the early stage, and the benefits it brings are almost indescribable! 

In that countless warm currents. 
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Su Lang's body was frantically improved! 

Not only the strength of the body, the quality of the cells, but also the number of cells! 

Originally, the number of Su Lang's cells had reached an extremely terrifying one hundred and seventy 

gai! 

Now his body-building exercises have been strengthened to the primordial level, and the number of his 

cells has been greatly increased in a geometric multiple! 

When the turbulence of the exercises completely merged into Su Lang's body. 

The number of his cells has directly increased dozens of times, reaching ten thousand gai! ! 

Such a huge number of cells is almost a thousand times that of warriors of the same level! 

at this time. 

These cells are still in a nascent state, in the middle of mature cells, yet they can't provide Su Lang with 

much combat power. 

but. 

The appearance of these cells directly raised Su Lang's potential again! 

Currently. 

He is about to touch the path of eternity. 

What does this path cultivate? It is the way of the universe! 

The more cells there are, the more crystal wall worlds will be formed, and the stronger eternal realm 

called the humanoid universe will be stronger! 

Su Lang had already speculated. 

The reason why Emperor Yuanmingzhou hunted the natural universe was to make up for his own 

humanoid universe. 

Perhaps it was because the number of cells of Emperor Yuanmingzhou was too small at the beginning, 

which caused it to be relatively weak after breaking through to the eternal realm. 

Now it is the reverse, to seize the core of the natural universe and make up for one's fundamental 

potential! 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou's approach is to promote first and then make up?" 

"Yes, for ordinary cultivators, being able to reach the realm of eternity is already incomparably against 

the sky. The pattern of breaking through and making up for it is probably the norm." 

"A cultivation path like mine is completely a cocoon for them." 

"..." 

Su Lang thought so in his heart, Xuan even called up his attribute panel! 



[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Qiyan Taichu 

[Attack level]: Jiuyan Taichu++ 

[Defensive Level]: Jiuyan Taichu++ 

[Shenfa Level]: Jiuyan Taichu++ 

[Endurance Level]: Jiuyan Taichu++ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Pure Nirvana+ 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Infinite Profound 

Meaning" (eternal level, founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 50), one-key martial arts function (level 

50), clone dispatch function (level 49), one-key treasure hunt function (level 48), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key refining function (level 15), one-key refining function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 25), one-key strengthening function 

(level 10), one Key decomposition function (no level) 

"It has reached the limit of the Nine Evolution Stage!" 

"Only a little bit, I reached the true half-step eternal state." 

"When I cultivate to the Bayan Primordial Beginning Stage, I will definitely be able to enter the half-step 

eternal level!" 

Su Lang looked at his attribute panel and nodded with satisfaction. 

Immediately after. 

His gaze fell on those treasures and treasures of heaven and earth. 

There are many finished products of the treasures obtained from the Buddha Mi Ling. 

After all, the old bald donkey is a half-step eternal strong, who has lived for more than eight billion 

years. 

Although it is not as good as Su Lang for alchemy refining tools, it is completely possible to refine 

ordinary quality Taichu pills and weapons. 

therefore. 

During the long years, Mi Ling Buddha refined a huge amount of finished medicines and Buddhist 

artifacts. 

Chapter 2237: Decompose the Nine Yan Buddhist Beads 
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But these things are heavenly treasures for ordinary Taichu. 

In Su Lang's eyes, it was a waste of materials and violent things. 

"Mi Ling's alchemy attainments are really rubbish." 

"Fortunately, I have a key decomposition function, otherwise I will not be able to maximize the value of 

these finished treasures." 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, and immediately disassembled all the finished medicines, 

Buddhist artifacts, and some Buddhist pagodas and temples similar to magic weapons. 

Suddenly. 

Countless materials appeared in Su Lang's storage space, piled up into continents. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang took out the string of Nine Yan Primordial Buddha beads from Buddha Mi Ling. 

"I would surrender to you!!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

"..." 

As soon as the Buddhist beads were taken out, Qi Ling was busy surrendering to Su Lang. 

"Tsk tut!" 

"There really is a kind of dog for whatever owner there is." 

"Your master, Mi Ling, is an anti-skeletal boy, and you are also an anti-skeletal boy!" 

"In that case, there is nothing to say." 

Su Lang smiled coldly, looked at the Buddha Bead Spirit with disdain, and activated the one-key 

decomposition function. 

In an instant. 

An extremely mysterious and powerful force enveloped the Nine Yan Buddhist Beads! 

"Don't, don't kill me!!" 

"Please, don't kill me!" 

"Small ones can graze countless believers for you, and let them provide you with incense to the greatest 

extent possible!!" 

"..." 

The Nine Yan Buddhist Beads were terrified and made an extremely miserable and humble cry for 

mercy. 



however. 

Su Lang dismissed it at all. 

Speaking of herding believers, he has the Moon Mother Nest and Luo Youjing. 

Among them, the mother's nest can spore itself and develop into countless intelligent creatures! 

In a flash. 

The one-click decomposition function decomposes the Nine Evolution Realm Buddha beads into 

countless materials. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang took out the treasure of Emperor Zhou again. 

This treasure is also in the Nine Transformation Realm, possessing powerful defense capabilities. 

However, under the Seven Treasure Tree, he still couldn't escape Su Lang's clutches, and he was directly 

picked off. 

The reason why he didn't disassemble this treasure like the Jieyuan Heavenly Sword. 

It was because Su Lang planned to interrogate him to see if he could get any useful information. 

at this time. 

After Jiu Yan Baoyi was taken out, Qi Ling suddenly turned into a little girl, kneeling pitifully in front of Su 

Lang. 

"Ah." 

Su Lang saw this scene with a sneer at the corner of his mouth. 

Not waiting for him to speak. 

I suddenly remembered with a sharp shout! 

"whispering sound!" 

"The immortal who has lived for hundreds of millions of years is so pitiful!" 

Xiaoyou ran out of the body, and screamed at Jiuyan Baoyi Ling. 

Suddenly. 

The spirit of Jiu Yan Baoyi was a little at a loss. 

He didn't know whether he should continue to pretend to be pitiful or what to do. 

After a moment of confusion. 

Jiu Yan Baoyi Qi Ling can only kneel more humble, and dare not take a mouthful. 

"Humph!" 



Xiaoyou snorted coldly, just floating aside, looking at the spirit. 

"Answer me some questions." 

"If it makes me happy, maybe I will spare your life." 

Su Lang looked down at the spirit and said lightly. 

"Yes!!" 

Jiu Yan Baoyi Qi Ling nodded immediately, but did not dare to talk too much. 

"How much do you know about Emperor Yuanmingzhou?" Su Lang asked. 

"Return to His Majesty Emperor Zhou." 

"Emperor Yuanmingzhou is a true eternal realm powerhouse, who has hunted multiple natural 

universes, and is also a strong powerhouse in the eternal realm!" 

"There are many half-step Eternal Realm powers under his command, some are the local powers of 

Yuanming Universe, and the other are the powers of the rest of the natural universe who surrender to 

him!" 

"After the Battle of the Boundless Realm, the rest of the strong have been sent back to Yuanming 

Universe by him, leaving only the immortal Emperor Zhou to suppress the Tianting Continent." 

"On the other hand, Emperor Yuanmingzhou conducted a retreat for billions of years, and then 

proceeded to the Broken Continent of the Boundless Realm." 

"According to a small guess, Emperor Yuanmingzhou should be able to complete the reverse training of 

the Tianxuan continent soon!" 

When the Jiuyan Treasure Apparatus Spirit said this, he stopped, and even the Immortal Emperor Zhou 

was not seen by the Emperor Mingzhou. He was only the weapon of the Immortal Emperor, and he only 

knew this. 

Chapter 2238: Jiu Yan Baoyi also decomposes 

"Tsk tsk." 

"Hunting multiple natural universes, great!" 

Su Lang narrowed his eyes, and a dignified look flashed in his eyes. 

The eternal realm strong is a humanoid universe, relying on hunting the rest of the natural universe or 

the eternal strong to improve oneself! 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou was able to hunt multiple natural universes, and he must have defeated many 

powerful cultivators like the predecessor Emperor Infinity. 

This shows that his strength is very strong even in the realm of eternity! 

"correct." 
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"Do you know how the Boundless Universe goes to the Yuanming Universe!?" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes and asked in a cold voice. 

"This!" 

"The little one only knows that in order to cross the crystal wall between the natural universe, you must 

rely on the power of the Avenue of Time!" 

"In other words, it can only be done by the means and treasures of the eternal strong or the eternal 

strong." 

Jiu Yan Baoyi said tremblingly. 

"Time Avenue?" 

"My time rule is still far from the Avenue of Time..." 

"It would be great if I could go to Yuanming Universe. Taking advantage of the inconvenience of 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou on the Heavenly Jade Continent, I copied his home and stole his lair..." 

"Unfortunately, I can't do it!" 

Su Lang shook his head regretfully, and immediately looked at Jiu Yan Baoyi again, "Do you have any 

valuable information?" 

"Small...Small, still know..." 

Jiu Yan Baoyi felt that he was at a critical juncture again, and he was frightened. 

"What else do you know?" 

Su Lang's eyes lit up, "Quickly, speak quickly!!" 

"The little one also knows some of the privacy of the Immortal Emperor...There are portraits and videos, 

do you want to see it?" 

Jiu Yan Baoyi said tremblingly, his eyes filled with pleading. 

Apart from this, he really has nothing more useful to Su Lang. 

"Uh." 

"The privacy of Emperor Zhou? The ghosts are interested!" 

Su Lang suddenly rolled his eyes when he heard what Jiuyan Baoyi said. 

Simultaneously! 

"The privacy of the immortal Emperor Zhou?" 

"Thanks to what you said, is my host the kind of person who would be interested!?" 

"Dare to be so brazen in front of me, it's really looking for death!" 



Looking at the spirit of Jiuyan Baoyi, Xiaoyou grabbed Su Lang by the hair. 

"Ahem." 

"Decompose, decompose!!" 

Su Lang smiled blankly and directly activated the one-click decomposition function! 

Wow! 

Mysterious and terrifying power descended on Jiu Yan Baoyi's body. 

"Do not!!" 

Jiu Yan Baoyi screamed desperately, which was finally completely reduced to countless raw materials. 

"Humph." 

"Don't you say no?" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, and then sorted out the materials in different categories. 

For this Nine Yan Treasure. 

He is indeed a very powerful, too low-level treasure, with amazing defenses. 

but. 

He is also the weapon of the immortal Emperor Zhou. Maybe it will turn back sometime, and keeping it 

will only add a hidden danger. 

Not to mention. 

Even if Su Lang needs a strong defensive garment, would he refine a new one by himself with 

decomposed materials? 

Refining it yourself, refining whatever shape you want. 

Qi Ling is also extremely loyal and has no hidden dangers at all! 

of course. 

Su Lang Youtianjiao Eight-Edged Shield, a defensive shield with powerful characteristics, does not need 

more defensive treasures. 

"Next!" 

"It's time to evolve and strengthen weapons again!" 

"This time there are really many weapons that can evolve and strengthen!" 

Su Lang chuckled, then took out his weapon. 

After killing Mi Ling, the treasures obtained are incredible. 



It also disassembled two weapons of the Jiuyan Primal Beginning Realm, and the Heavenly Materials and 

Earth Treasures obtained can evolve many weapons. 

The first is Youtian Sword! 

Next is the eight-sided shield of Tianjiao. 

Then there are weapons such as the Infinity and Zijin Gourd. 

Taking into account the possibility of insufficient materials, Su Lang decided to use the same good steel 

as the blade and use the material in the most cost-effective place! 

then. 

"system!" 

"Start the enhanced reset function!" 

With a thought, Su Lang reset the strengthening of Youtian Sword first, and immediately countless 

materials were returned to the storage space. 

Chapter 2239: Half-step Eternal Youtian Sword 

Immediately after. 

"Start the weapon evolution function!" 

"Only retain the specified characteristics, evolve the Youtian Sword!" 

Su Lang issued instructions in his heart, and the system immediately began to execute! 

"Ding! Consume the Soul of the Beginning*9866, the Elementary Material Yuhengyu Heart 

Star*16884...The Youtian Sword has evolved into a weapon of the Jiuyan Beginning!!" 

"Ding! Not enough materials to evolve!" 

The system prompt appears. 

In the storage space, countless materials disappeared directly, turning into mysterious energy into the 

Youtian Sword. 

The Youtian Sword was instantly evolved into the Nine Evolving Realm, gaining extremely powerful 

power! 

"Wow, the master is amazing!!" 

"Xiaoyou is getting stronger again!" 

Xiaoyou was originally a little angry because of the spirit of Jiuyan Treasure Clothing. She was happy 

when Jiuyan Treasure Clothing was disassembled, and at this time she was already excited! 

"Don't get too excited, you haven't started strengthening yet!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and immediately issued an instruction to the system, "Start the 

one-key enhancement function, target, Youtian sword!!" 
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"Ding! Strengthened successfully, Youtian Sword +1!" 

"Ding! Strengthened successfully, Youtian Sword +1!" 

Two system prompts came, and Youtian Sword was directly strengthened twice! 

Her level had already reached the Nine Eternal Realm. At this time, she strengthened twice, and she 

immediately officially entered the half-step eternal realm! ! 

"Wow, Xiaoyou has reached the half-step eternal state!" 

"Now I can help the master hack the enemy more easily!" 

Xiaoyou felt the majestic power in her body, she was so excited, she hung directly on Su Lang's neck! 

"Just be happy, haha." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, letting Xiaoyou toss. 

Immediately after. 

He took the eight-sided shield over the sky. 

Seeing Xiao Yougai on Su Lang's body, Qi Ling Ajia didn't dare to bother him, and only saluted in his 

body. 

"Aya." 

"be prepared!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, resetting and strengthening first, and then evolving and strengthening it! 

Suddenly! 

The strengthening effect of Tianjia's Eight-Edged Shield disappeared, and it fell from the peak of the 

Jiuyan Stage to the Eighth Stage. 

Then the basic level is evolved to the Jiuyan Prime Stage by the evolution function! 

In the end, his level has entered the half-step eternal state! ! 

"Ajia, thank you Master!" 

"As long as Ah Jia does not die, he will not let his master suffer any harm!" 

Ah Jia thanked Su Lang in his body, his eyes filled with excitement. 

"Well, I am very optimistic about you." 

Su Lang smiled, and returned the eight-sided shield to the clothes, forming a shield pattern. 

Su Lang was very satisfied with the eight-sided shield of Tianjiao. 

In terms of defense, it will not lose the chain and will always block the attack the first time. 

at this time. 



Tianjia's eight-sided shield reached the half-step eternal level. 

There is it. 

Unless it is besieged by multiple half-step eternal powerhouses, or the real eternal powerhouse 

descends, he doesn't need to worry about his own safety! 

"With the Heavenly Eight-Edged Shield, I am afraid that my death-replacement function will no longer 

be triggered in the future!" 

Su Lang smiled in his heart, and his gaze immediately fell on the Infinity. 

At this time, the 120,000 parts of the Infinite Number all reached the first level of Yiyan Prime. 

And the whole has been strengthened five times! 

In the absence of any strong players, there is also the powerful combat power of the Jiuyan Primordial 

Realm! 

at this time. 

Su Lang is about to upgrade it a new round! 

"system!" 

"Start the enhanced reset function!" 

Su Lang's eyes condensed, and he used the same method to upgrade the Youtian Sword and the 

Heavenly Eight-Edged Shield to begin to upgrade the Infinite. 

but. 

The remaining materials are not enough to evolve the Infinity to a level. 

after all. 

He has 120,000 parts! 

Each one is a part of the primordial level. 120,000 parts evolve together, so too much material is 

needed. 

therefore. 

Su Lang selected some of the more important core parts for evolution! 

Among them are Eastern Taiyi, Devouring Evil, and more than 14,000 clones of himself. 

As well as Chu Xiaobei, Ji Ruxue, Yan Hengxing, Jiang Wenzheng... and so on. 

The parts that the warriors of the quasi-primary period entered were temporarily put on hold. 

After the evolution function is activated. 

Chapter 2240: The more powerful Infinity 
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The 16,000 parts of Infinity suddenly evolved to the second stage of the Second Yan Dynasty! 

And the three core parts 

——The parts stationed by the deity of Su Lang and the parts stationed by Eastern Taiyi and Evil 

Devouring have evolved to the Sanyan Primordial Stage! 

After the evolution is complete. 

The power of Boundless suddenly rebounded greatly! 

Soon. 

Su Lang has strengthened it non-stop! 

Completed five times of strengthening. 

The power of Infinity immediately surpassed the past and reached an unprecedented new height! 

When Dongfang Taiyi and Jiu Xie were stationed together before, its power reached the peak level of 

the half-step eternal state. 

at this time. 

There is no Eastern One, only a half-step eternal powerhouse of Evil Devouring, and its power has 

reached the half-step eternal peak level! 

This kind of power can almost defeat most of the half-step eternity! 

Add the words of Youtian Sword and Tianjiao Eight-Edged Shield. 

Su Lang was already invincible under the eternal realm at this time! ! 

at this time. 

Feel the power of Infinity from falling to surpassing, standing on a brand new peak. 

Everyone in the Infinity was stunned! 

Especially eating evil. 

He had never seen the scene where Su Lang was promoted to weapons, and the boss was completely 

blank at this time! 

"What happened just now!?" 

"Why, the power of Boundless will suddenly weaken, and then suddenly become stronger, even far 

more than before!?" 

"It was His Majesty Su Lang who used any unreasonable means!?" 

"Hi, His Majesty Su Lang is really too strong. Now, as long as he masters the Time Dao, he will 

completely possess the capital of Emperor Yuan Mingzhou!" 



"His Majesty Su Lang is really the dawn of the boundless universe. It is great that I can join His Majesty 

Su Lang's subordinates!!" 

"..." 

Biting Evil felt the half-step eternal peak of the Boundless, the power of the near-eternal realm. After a 

lot of shock, endless ecstasy arose! 

For Su Lang. 

He also surrendered sincerely. 

He thought in his heart that if Su Lang really drove away or simply killed Emperor Yuanmingzhou in the 

future, he would not leave Su Lang to seek any ‘freedom’. 

at the same time. 

Su Lang's gaze fell on the exercises seized from the major powers again. 

From going out of the land of exile, killing the fourteen nine-yan and eight-yan masters such as Shang 

Mouzhuo, to now killing Mi Ling, everything is going on in full swing, and the time is actually not too 

much. 

During this time, he didn't have more time to check the exercises he just got. 

It's time to get empty. 

It just happens to be able to sort out the newly obtained exercises and the classics of the alchemy 

formations. 

This time, he killed Mi Ling, the master of Tianmi Continent, and obtained the complete inheritance of 

Tianmi Buddhist School, and Su Lang would not let it go. 

He wouldn't be that because the things he got from Mi Ling were Buddhism, he wouldn't use it or study, 

he would be less pedantic. 

Knowledge is harmless and innocent. 

Especially the Buddhism, it actually leads people to the good, the way of blessing the world. 

Tian Mi Buddhism and Mi Ling bald donkey are not aware, but in order to maximize the benefits, 

everything has changed. 

And in Su Lang's Dantian universe, there is a true righteous Buddha-a monk of heart righteousness. 

The monk Xinzheng is the saint monk of reincarnation in Leiyin Temple, the land of exile 

He can break through the life and death of a hundred generations, understand the truth of Buddhism, 

and in the land of exile, resist Leiyin Temple and Tianmi Buddhism with his own strength... 

"Those Dharma can finally be handed over to him for safekeeping." 

"Although in my life universe and crystal wall universe, no incense can escape the swallowing of the 

ethereal universe." 



"But some of the profound meanings in Buddhism are also very cherished." 

"Perhaps, in my life universe and crystal wall universe without incense, Buddhism will take a different 

path." 

"And the heart is right, is the pioneer and leader of this road." 

Su Lang thought so in his heart, Xuan even began to count the exercises. 

And this time. 

Su Lang not only counted the newly harvested exercises, but also took out all the previously 

accumulated exercises. 

because. 

He now has the function of ‘Top of Cultivation Technique’! 

Any exercise can be directly promoted to the primary exercise as long as it has been practiced and 

incorporated into the "Infinite Profound Truth"! 

 


